Luminescent Radical-Excimer: Excited-State Dynamics of Luminescent Radicals in Doped Host Crystals.
The excited-state dynamics of the photostable luminescent organic radical (3,5-dichloro-4-pyridyl)bis(2,4,6-trichlorophenyl)methyl (PyBTM) doped in a host crystal was investigated by using optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) and time-resolved emission spectroscopies. In the radical system, the unpaired electron can be used as the probe for studying the electronic state and its dynamics. The mixed crystal with a high concentration of the radical showed excimer emission, together with the monomer emission. The ODMR signals were observed with opposite signs for monitoring the monomer and the excimer emissions. Based on their temperature and concentration dependencies, the excited-state dynamics on the doped crystal and the mechanism of the excimer formation and the ODMR signal generation are discussed with the help of the quantum mechanical simulation of the excited-state spin dynamics. The initial process of excimer formation has been clarified for the first time from the viewpoint of the spin-dynamics.